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This paper presents a new approach to classify six anomaly types of control chart
patterns (CCP), of systematic pattern, cyclic pattern, upward shift, downward
shift, upward trend, and downward trend. Current CCP recognition methods use
either unprocessed raw data or complex transformed features (via principal
component analysis or discrete wavelet transform) as the input representation for
the classifier. The objective of using selected features is not only for dimension
reduction of input representation, but also implies the process of data
compression. In contrast, using raw data is often computationally inefficient
while using transformed features is very tedious in most cases. Therefore, owing
to its computational advantage, using appropriate features of CCP to achieve
good classification accuracy becomes more promising in real process implemen-
tation. In this study, using three features of CCP shows quite a competitive
performance in terms of classification accuracy and computational loading. More
importantly, the proposed method presented here has potential to be generalized
to medical, financial, and other application of temporal data.

Keywords: Control chart patterns; Feature selection; Decision tree;
Anomaly detection; Anomaly classification

1. Introduction

In the current manufacturing industry, SPC/EPC (statistical process control/
engineering process control) techniques play an important role to improve product
quality and to monitor the process situation. Generally speaking, observed variation
of quality characteristics results from either natural variation (common cause) or
unnatural variation (assignable cause). Natural variation always exists in the
manufacturing process regardless of the fact that how well the product is designed
and how adequately the process is maintained. On the contrary, unnatural patterns
resulting from unnatural variation are often associated with a specific set of
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8 assignable causes. These unnatural patterns often contain valuable information
relevant to process parameters and process changes. The two quantities that are
commonly monitored in practice are the mean and the range of the sample.
The earliest techniques developed by Shewhart involve X chart (used for monitoring
process mean) and R chart (used for monitoring process variance). Once the sources
of assignable causes are correctly identified, quality practitioners can remove them
and bring the abnormal process back to the normal condition (natural variation).
Unfortunately, control charts are easily used inappropriately without owning prior
knowledge or sufficient historical data. Moreover, control charts do not provide any
pattern-related information due to lack of the capability to recognize different kinds
of unnatural patterns (Guh and Tannock 1999, Yang and Yang 2002).

Similar to other researchers (Pham and Oztemel 1994, Cheng 1997, Pham and
Wani 1997, Guh and Hsieh 1999, Guh and Tannock 1999, Yang and Yang 2002,
Hassan et al. 2003, Yousef 2004, Guh and Shiue 2005, Yang and Yang 2005),
anomaly control chart patterns (CCP) illustrated in this research consist of four types
listed below and numerous quality practitioners ascribed their corresponding
assignable causes to the following (Cheng 1997):

(1) Trend patterns: A trend can be defined as a continuous movement in either
positive or negative direction. Possible causes are tool wear, operator fatigue,
equipment deterioration, and so on.

(2) Shift patterns: A shift can be defined as a sudden change above or below the
average of the process. This change may be caused by an alternation in
process setting, replacement of raw materials, minor failure of machine parts,
or introduction of new workers, and so forth.

(3) Cyclic patterns: Cyclic behaviours can be observed by a series of peaks and
troughs occurring in the process. Typical causes are the periodic rotation of
operators, systematic environmental changes or fluctuation in the production
equipment.

(4) Systematic patterns: The characteristic of systematic patterns is that a
point-to-point fluctuation has systematically occurred. It means a low point is
always followed by a high point and vice versa. Possible causes include
difference between test sets and difference between production lines where
product is sampled in rotation.

Most of the existing control chart pattern recognition schemes use the unprocessed
raw data as the input representation to the classifier. Thus, the large size of input
dimension may lead to an inefficient computational time especially when a complex
artificial neural network (ANN) based classifier is adopted. In brief, the approach
taking the extracted or transformed features of control chart patterns as the classifier
input presents the following advantages:

. It is more robust to the amount of noise embedded in time series data.

. It saves huge computation time because of the reduced input dimension.

. Human heuristics can be easily incorporated into the classification
decision tree.

Obviously, if a small size of input vector could convey sufficient information to
represent the original CCPs, an efficient computation with satisfied classification
accuracy could be easily achieved. However, if the process of feature extraction

2 C.-H. Wang et al.
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(such as principal component analysis) or feature transformation (such as discrete
wavelet analysis) is too complex or very tedious, its on-line responsiveness capability
with respect to fault detection or anomaly diagnosis may be seriously questioned.
By contrast, the advantage of using selected features without changing its original
characteristics could generate a rule-based expert system that contains information
more explicitly and the rules stored inside the system may be modified or updated
more flexibly (Pham and Wani 1997). The proposed framework to achieve this goal
is listed in figure 1. A correlation analysis will be first conducted between each input
data and the normal reference (natural pattern). Once an anomaly pattern is
recognized, feature selection and DT based classification will be followed to provide
decision support for output result.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews
the existing approaches and section 3 presents the proposed approach. Computer
simulated results, including the training set and the testing set, are conducted
in section 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn in section 5.

2. Previous work on control chart pattern recognition

Fault detection and diagnosis systems have played an important role in modern
SPC/EPC. To sum up, there are two basic approaches in fault detection system
development: a model-based approach and a feature-based approach (Jin and
Shi 2001). In the former approach, observations are assumed to follow a time-
ordered stochastic process and hence fault models or data distribution characteristics
need to be known in advance. The critical concern of using a model-based approach
is to have an appropriate model which is sensitive to process faults but robust to
process noises. Besides, sufficient historical information of fault models is normally
unavailable at the beginning of the manufacturing process in practice. On the other
hand, a feature-based approach based on linear/nonlinear components or Fourier/
wavelet coefficients is more suitable to deal with a complex process problem,
especially when no explicit prior information is available. Features could be
extracted through various kinds of component analysis (Lee et al. 2004a, b), or could
be obtained through Fourier or wavelet transformation (Ganesan et al. 2004, Yousef
2004). Extracted or transformed features not only reduce the size of the input
dimension but can also decompose the complex functional relationship between
time-series data and the associated manufacturing process. However, there is no
denying that extracted or transformed features are not intuitive to be understood and
may need a long computation time.

Correlation
match filter 

Decision tree
based

classification

Input
data

Output
result

Anomaly

Yes

No

Figure 1. The proposed approach.

Decision tree based control chart pattern recognition 3
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8 Rapid developments in artificial intelligence have motivated researchers to

explore the artificial neural network (ANN) based control chart pattern recognizer.

Most researchers (Cook and Chiu 1998, Chang and Ho 1999, Ho and Chang 1999)

use supervized neural networks, including multi-layer perceptron (MLP) and radial

basis function (RBF), to classify different kinds of process signal or control chart

patterns. Other researchers (Pham and Oztemel 1994, Hwarng and Chong 1995,

Yang and Yang 2002, Pacella et al. 2004) use unsupervized neural networks,

involving learning vector quantization (LVQ) and adaptive resonance theory (ART).

However, one disadvantage of using neural networks is that the topology or the

structure of neural networks cannot be systematically determined due to its

black-box property. In addition, the training of network parameters is usually

time-consuming and empirically infeasible for quality practitioners because of the

requirement of many and good training samples.
Most of the previously mentioned studies use unprocessed raw data as the input

vector to artificial neural network; it normally requires more input neurons and

hence produces a large ANN structure. Thus, these data representations are

inefficient for pattern recognition since the training of the network is extremely

time-consuming. One way to improve the performance of the network is by using less

input vectors to reduce the size and the complexity of the network. Hassan et al.

(2003) use statistical features, such as skewness, kurtosis, and autocorrelation, to

improve the performance of an ANN based control chart pattern recognizer. Based

on nine chosen shape features (i.e. slope, number of mean crossings, number of least-

square crossings, cyclic membership, average slope of line segment, slope difference,

area between the pattern and the mean line, area between the pattern and the least-

square line, area between the least-square line and the line segments), Pham and

Wani (1997) proposed a shape feature based approach to classify six types of control

chart patterns. Although the shape features of control chart patterns present more

intuitive meaning than the statistical features, Pham and Wani (1997) did not

indicate how to generate the heuristics rules, how to select the most discriminative

attribute at each node, how to determine the threshold to split the decision tree and

when to stop the classification process. Besides, some shape features like ‘the area

between the original pattern and the regression line’ are quite hard to be derived

in practice.
To our knowledge, very limited work has been reported on the benefit of using

selected or extracted/transformed features so far, such as shape features (Pham and

Wani 1997), statistical features (Hassan et al. 2003), component analysis (Lee et al.

2004a, b) or wavelet features (Jin and Shi 2001, Ganesan et al. 2004,

Wang et al. 2007). The feature based approach has two main steps: (1) extraction

of features, and (2) recognition of CCPs using those extracted features (Gauri and

Chakraborty 2006). In this research, a new approach based on feature selection and

rule induction is proposed to recognize six anomaly types of control chart patterns.

Five candidate features of control chart patterns are determined by domain experts.

In particular, the selection of the best attribute (most discriminative) at each node of

the decision tree and also their priority along the decision tree are systematically

determined via comparing the information entropy. Therefore, a rule-based expert

system could be easily incorporated and constructed to facilitate an efficient and

satisfied unnatural CCP classification.

4 C.-H. Wang et al.
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8 3. The proposed approach

The proposed approach consists of three main steps: (1) recognition of anomaly
control chart patterns, (2) selection of meaningful features from control chart
patterns, and (3) classification of control chart patterns using a decision tree
(see figure 1). Al-Ghanim and Ludeman (1997) evaluated the correlation between
reference vectors and the input vector using an inner product. The principle of their
approach is the so-called ‘match filter’ approach which measures the similarity
between each input pattern and a prototype reference vector. Similar to Yang and
Yang (2005), the statistical correlation coefficient (see equation (1)) is used to
determine whether the input pattern is an anomaly or not. Besides, five candidate
features are selected based on domain expertise but the specific features on
recognition of control chart patterns will be systematically determined via
constructing the classification decision tree.

corr ¼

Pn
t¼1 ðxt � �xÞðyt � �yÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn

t¼1 ðxt � �xÞ2
q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn

t¼1 ðyt � �yÞ2
q , ð1Þ

where xt, �x (and yt, �y) respectively denote the input (reference) vector and its mean,
and n is the total length of the observing window.

3.1 Control chart features

Some statistical features such as mean, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis,
and autocorrelation, are adopted in Hassan et al. (2003) to improve the performance
of an ANN based classifier. Among them, skewness provides the information with
regard to the degree of asymmetry and kurtosis measures the relative peak or flatness
of its distribution. Their mathematical forms are respectively shown below:

mean ¼

Pn
t¼1 xt
n

ð2Þ

std ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn
t¼1 ðxt �meanÞ2

n

s
ð3Þ

skew ¼

Pn
t¼1 ðxt �meanÞ3

nðstdÞ3
ð4Þ

kurt ¼

Pn
t¼1 ðxt �meanÞ4

nðstdÞ4
ð5Þ

auto ¼
1

nþ 1� k
x0xk þ x1xk�1 þ � � � xn�kxn½ �: ð6Þ

However, due to a lack of intuitive meaning for constructing the decision
tree, using statistical features may not be adequate to discriminate the various types
of control chart patterns (Pham and Wani 1997). By observing their shape

Decision tree based control chart pattern recognition 5
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8 characteristics of CCPs (see figure 2 and 3), five candidate features are selected as our

discriminators in this paper, which are LS-SLP (the slope of least-square regression),

LS-ERR (the sum of least-square error),MN-ERR (the sum ofmean error),LS-CROS

(the number of crossings between the original pattern and its least-square regression),

Figure 3. Mean regression of control chart patterns.

Figure 2. Least-square regression of control chart patterns.

6 C.-H. Wang et al.
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8 and MN-CROS (the number of crossings between the original pattern and its mean
regression). Their mathematical forms are shown below:

LS-SLP ¼

Pn
t¼1 ðt� �tÞðxt � �xÞPn

t¼1 ðt� �tÞ2
ð7Þ

LS-ERR ¼
Xn
t¼1

ðxt � x̂LSÞ ð8Þ

MN-ERR ¼
Xn
t¼1

ðxt � x̂MNÞ, ð9Þ

where x̂LS and x̂MN respectively denote the estimated signal based on least-square
and mean regressions. Besides, typical values of the five candidate features
conducted from six types of CCPs are shown in table 1 and their detailed
explanations are listed below:

(1) LS-SLP: slope of the least-square line representing the pattern.
The magnitude of the slope for both natural and cyclic patterns is
approximately zero, while that for trend or shift patterns is obviously greater
than zero. Therefore, LS-SLP may be a good candidate to differentiate
natural and cyclic patterns from trend and shift patterns.

(2) LS-CROS: number of least-square crossings. Not surprisingly, LS-CROS is
highest for natural and trend patterns, intermediate for shift patterns and
lowest for cyclic patterns. Similarly, LS-CROS may be suitable to separate
natural and trend patterns from other patterns.

(3) MN-CROS: number of mean crossings. MN-CROS is lowest for shift
patterns, intermediate for cyclic and trend patterns and highest for natural
patterns.

(4) LS-ERR: sum of least-square regression error. Natural and trend patterns
have lowest least-square error, shift patterns have intermediate least-square
error while cyclic patterns have highest least-square error.

(5) MN-ERR: sum of mean regression error. Natural patterns have lowest mean
error; cyclic and trend patterns have intermediate mean error while shift
patterns have highest mean error.

Obviously, the LS-SLP of both systematic pattern and cyclic pattern is
approaching zero and much smaller than significantly positive (negative) of

Table 1. Typical value of five selected candidate features.

LS-SLP LS-CROS MN-CROS LS-ERR MN-ERR

Cyclic �0.0111 18.82 19.32 116.94 120.24
Systematic 0.0004 62.59 63.25 583.65 584.78
Up shift 0.0708 23.63 9.38 90.627 181.94
Down shift �0.0711 24.03 9.095 88.404 180.43
Up trend 0.055 30.15 18.755 58.931 114.68
Down trend �0.055 30.15 19.185 58.931 115.26

Decision tree based control chart pattern recognition 7
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upward (downward) shift pattern or trend pattern. Besides, the LS-CROS is largest
in systematic pattern but smallest in cyclic pattern whereas theMN-CROS is smallest
in shift pattern. On the other hand, both LS-ERR andMN-ERR are smallest in trend
pattern. Therefore, based an appropriate priority arrangement of different features
along the decision tree, CCP classification could be easily achieved (see figure 4).
Furthermore, figure 2 shows the generation of six types of control chart patterns and
their least-square regression (see the solid lines) and figure 3 shows their mean
regression (see the dashed lines). For simplification, six anomaly types of control
chart patterns in two figures are denoted as: (a) systematic pattern, (b) cyclic pattern,
(c) upward shift, (d) downward shift, (e) upward trend, and (f) downward trend.

3.2 The principle of a decision tree

A decision tree is widely used for supervized classification in practice, ranging from
medical diagnosis to credit evaluation. Starting from the root node, the algorithm
constructs a decision tree in a top-down and divide-and-conquer manner and also
employs a greedy search through the decision tree. Moreover, splitting at each
internal node represents a test on an attribute and this process will be terminated
when all samples in the leaf node belong to the same class. According to Mitchell
(1997), decision tree learning is best suited and robust to the problems with
the following characteristics:

. Instances can be represented by attribute-value pairs.

. The target function has discrete output values.

. The training set may contain noise or missing attribute values.

The Iterative Dichotomizer 3 (ID3) algorithm (Quinlan 1983, 1986) and its
successor, C4.5 (Quinlan 1993), are the main algorithms of research in the field of
decision tree learning. In this paper, C4.5 used to induce classification rules for the
control chart pattern recognition task. More specifically, C4.5 is an extended form of
ID3 with additional characteristics such as the ability to handle continuous attribute,
noisy data, and alternative measures for selecting attributes and pruning decision
trees (Quinlan 1986). In general, rule induction in C4.5 has three phases (Guh and
Shiue 2005). First, an initial, large tree is created from the set of examples.

LS-SLP

MN-ERR MN-ERR MN-ERR 

Systematic
pattern

Upward
trend

Upward
shift

Downward
trend

Downward
shift

Negative PositiveZero

Low LowLow HighModerate Moderate

Cyclic
pattern

Figure 4. The rule induction for recognition of control chart patterns.

8 C.-H. Wang et al.
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8 Second, this tree is pruned by removing the branches with little statistical validity,
and, third, the pruned tree is further processed to increase its interpretability. To
introduce the process of decision tree induction, assume that the data set S consists
of s data samples. Let the class label Ci have m distinct values denoting m distinct
classes and let si denote the number of samples in class Ci. Using the information
theory, the expected information (so called entropy) needed to classify a given
sample can be defined by:

IðSÞ ¼ �
Xm
i¼1

pi log2 pi, ð10Þ

where pi¼ si/s is the probability that an sample belongs to class Ci. Suppose attribute
A has n distinct values, {a1, . . . , an}, and it can be used to partition the data set S into
n subsets, {S1, . . . ,Sn}, where Sj represents those samples in S that have the attribute
value aj of A. Let sij denote the number of samples from class Ci in subset Sj. If
attribute A is selected as the best attribute for splitting the current node, this attribute
should have the largest information gain or the greatest entropy reduction. The
expected information based on the partitioning into attribute A’s subsets is given by

IðAÞ ¼
Xn
j¼1

sj
s
IðSjÞ, ð11Þ

where the term sj/s, calculated by the number of samples in Sj divided by the total
number of samples in S, acts as the weight of the jth subset. For any given subset Sj,

IðSjÞ ¼ �
Xm
i¼1

pij log2 pij, ð12Þ

where pij ¼ sij=sj is the probability that a sample in Sj belongs to the class Ci.
Therefore, the information gain due to branching on attribute A can be described as:
GðAÞ ¼ IðSÞ � IðAÞ. In other words, G(A) is the expected entropy reduction caused
by selecting attribute A. Basically, the attribute with the highest information gain will
be selected as the best discriminator for the current node and the recursive process
will be continued until all samples in each leaf node belong to the same class.

Unfortunately, when a decision tree is initially built, many branches inside the
tree will reflect a lot of anomalies from the training set owing to noise or outliers.
This is so-called over-fitting and hence tree pruning approaches are needed to
remove unnecessary branches. There are two methods in tree pruning: ‘pre-pruning’
is achieved by halting the tree construction early and ‘post-pruning’ removes
branches from a fully grown tree. In this paper, pre-pruning is adopted to save
the computation time and its details will be described in section 4.2.

4. Simulated results

4.1 Pattern generation

A total of 1200 samples (200 samples in each category) were artificially generated for
the data set: one half of each type is used for training and the other half is used

Decision tree based control chart pattern recognition 9
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8 for testing. Without loss of generality, change points of both upward shift and
downward shift, are randomly selected around half of the time window. Moreover,
the amplitude of cyclic patterns, the magnitude of shift patterns and the slope of
trend patterns are also randomly selected within a specific range. The random setting
in both change point and shift quantity of unnatural patterns is for the purpose of
increasing the adaptive capability of pattern classifiers. All details to generate six
types of anomaly control chart patterns are shown from formulae (13)–(18) (also,
see figure 2 and 3):

(a) Natural pattern:

xðtÞ ¼ nðtÞ � Nð0, 1Þ, ð13Þ

where x(t) is a sample at time t (from a standard Gaussian distribution).

(b) Cyclic pattern:

xðtÞ ¼ nðtÞ þ a sin
2�t

T

� �
, ð14Þ

where a (1.5� a� 3) and T (¼15) respectively denote the amplitude and the
period of cyclic patterns.

(c) Systematic pattern:

xðtÞ ¼ nðtÞ þ ð�1Þts, ð15Þ

where s (1.5� s� 3) denotes the magnitude of shift.

(d) Upward shift/downward shift:

xðtÞ ¼ nðtÞ � suðt� thÞ, ð16Þ

where u(t) stands for a unit step function shown below:

uðt� thÞ ¼
0, t < th

1, t � th:

�
ð17Þ

(e) Upward trend/downward trend:

xðtÞ ¼ nðtÞ � dt, ð18Þ

where d (0.05� d� 0.1) stands for the slope of trend patterns.

4.2 Feature selection and pattern classification

Based on domain knowledge, five candidate features suitable for recognizing
various types of control chart patterns are selected for the task of pattern
classification, namely LS-SLP, LS-CROS, MN-CROS, LS-ERR and MN-ERR.
In brief, each feature has more or less discriminative power to separate various
types of control chart patterns. Determining the optimal attribute priority along
the decision tree could be achieved by comparing their corresponding
information entropy. At each node of the decision tree, the best attribute for
branch splitting is selected by searching for a maximal information gain (see the
underline marked in each entry of table 2). Note that the number in the first

10 C.-H. Wang et al.
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column of table 2 represents the level of decision tree (the root node is denoted
by level 0).

Obviously, LS-SLP is selected as the discriminative attribute at the root
node (level 0) and then the data set is accordingly separated into
three subgroups: zero-slope (comprising systematic and cyclic patterns),
positive-slope (comprising positive trend and shift patterns), and negative-slope
(comprising negative trend and shift patterns). Note, since LS-SLP is selected at
level 0, it could not be selected at the next level (N/A denotes ‘not acceptable’).
Similarly, MN-ERR is selected to discriminate shift pattern from trend pattern
at both level 1-2 and level 1-3. Surprisingly, except LS-SLP, all features have
the same discriminative power to distinguish systematic pattern from cyclic
pattern at level 1-1 since all features of systematic pattern are much different
from cyclic pattern. For convenience, MN-ERR is used within the zero-slope
group to distinguish systematic pattern from cyclic pattern.

The attribute threshold to split each node is approximated by using the mean of
their corresponding features. Hence, the threshold to distinguish the ‘zero-slope’
from the ‘positive-slope’ could be set by using the LS-SLP mean of those two
corresponding subgroups. Moreover, in order to avoid over-fitting, the early
termination of the tree-growing process is triggered when the majority category at
each leaf node dominates by more than 90%. At last, the construction of the decision
tree for CCP recognition can be conducted as shown in figure 4. In fact, a couple of
‘If–Then’ rules embedded in the decision tree could be easily shown. For instance, if
the negative LS-SLP and the low MN-ERR hold simultaneously, the sample will
be classified into the category of downward shift.

The classification results via a feature-based decision tree (DT) are presented in
table 3. For simplification, the upper (lower) row in each entry respectively denotes
the classification results of training (testing) samples. Specifically, most classification
error results from misrecognition of cyclic pattern into systematic pattern and from
the confusion between shift and trend pattern. In this research, only two features
(LS-SLP and MN-ERR) are selected to separate various types of anomaly control
chart patterns. Compared to other schemes, the proposed method not only
effectively reduces the size of input dimension but can also achieve competitive
classification accuracy (96.5%).

5. Conclusions

In this research, a decision-tree based approach has been proposed to recognize
six anomaly types of control chart patterns. In particular, domain knowledge is

Table 2. Information gain of various attributes at each node.

LS-SLP LS-CROS MN-CROS LS-ERR MN-ERR

Level 0: Root node 1:59 0.98 0.99 1.16 1.12
Level 1-1: Zero-slope N/A 1 1 1 1
Level 1-2: Positive-slope N/A 0.23 0.45 0.48 0:61
Level 1-3: Negative-slope N/A 0.38 0.53 0.42 0:7

Decision tree based control chart pattern recognition 11
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incorporated to select five candidate features and the priority of each feature along
the decision tree was systematically determined. Based on two specific features
(LS-SLP and MN-ERR) of control chart patterns, the generation of induction rules
of the decision tree and the development of an expert system to recognize anomaly
CCPs are more explicit and feasible. Besides, experimental results indicate that the
proposed method can achieve more than 96% classification accuracy in both training
and testing data sets while requiring less computational effort compared to other
proposed schemes. Hence, the proposed approach is quite promising for the on-line
recognition of control chart patterns. More importantly, the proposed method
presented in this study has potential to be generalized to medical, financial, and other
application of temporal data.
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